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Abstract. This paper proposes a novel method to extract not only multiple objects but
also interesting parts of these objects from video sequence with a semantic multi-level
framework. The proposed method performs well when handling objects, especially nonrigid objects that are partial occlusive and deformed, by considering an object (rigid or
non-rigid) as the combination of sub-objects (which are rigid ones at the highest level) at
diﬀerent semantic levels. Experimental results with diﬀerent real-world video sequences
demonstrate the validity and robust of our solution. The ﬁnal semantic hierarchy of
objects is looking forward to work eﬀectively in video editing based on objects or parts of
objects.
Keywords: Video object extraction, Sub-object, GrabCut, Multi-level objects

1. Introduction. Occlusion and deformation handling are two challenges in the ﬁeld
of non-rigid video object extraction. Many methods[1,2]have been proposed to address
these problems in the last decade. Approaches can be roughly classiﬁed into modelbased approaches[1] and appearance-based approaches[2]. The former ones use priori
models deﬁned explicitly in terms of kinematics and dynamics. Their diﬃculties mainly
comes from following parts: model initialization, ﬁtting to image data, occlusion handling
and singularity involved in inverse kinematics. However, the latter ones, using heuristic
assumption on image properties such as colour, intensity, texture, edge, neighbour and
so on, are quite suitable for maintaining and tracking image properties along the image
sequences.
As a robust method of energy minimization, Graph Cut[3,4] has made great achievements in many vision tasks especially in image segmentation[3] and multiple objects tracking[4]. GrabCu[5], which extends Graph Cut to colour images with CGMMs (Colour
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Gaussian Mixture Models), is a good appearance form combining colour, edge and area
properties well. Owe to the presence of colour information, GrabCut can deal with problems such as convergence to LTIs (long and thin indentations) which troubled other models
such as GVF (gradient vector ﬂow) and GGVF (generalized gradient vector ﬂow) based
snakes[11] when using only edge information. In reference[6] , CGMMs was replaced by
SCGMMs (Spatial-Colour Gaussian Mixture Models) to track multiple objects and handle
occlusion. It assumes that the spatial covariance matrices of the SCGMM are constant
when occlusion occurs. This assumption may not be valid in the case that the spatial
layout of the colour feature undergoes severe change during occlusion.
In this paper, we propose a new method to extract not only multiple objects but also
interesting parts of these objects from video sequences with a semantic multi-level framework. Through the way of taking an object, which can be rigid or non-rigid, as the
combination of sub-objects at several higher semantic levels, the proposed method performs well when objects, especially non-rigid ones, are partially occlusive and deformed.
Sub-objects at the highest level are regarded as rigid objects. Our method involves a
two-phased approach. Firstly, we segment the key frame chosen by user from a video
sequence using a modiﬁed GrabCut algorithm. Then we extract objects at each semantic level with the restriction between any of two adjoining levels based on the SCGMMs
matching frame by frame. Occlusion and deformation of non-rigid objects at lower semantic levels are taken as regular movements of rigid sub-objects at higher levels. The
ﬁnal semantic hierarchy of objects is looking forward to work eﬀectively in video editing
based on objects or parts of objects.
The rest parts of this paper are organized as follow: two basic semantic restrictions are
deﬁned in section 2, as well as the key frame segmentation algorithm is given; the multilevel segmentation algorithm in subsequent frames is described in section 3, including
occlusion and deformation handling approach; in section 4, results and discussions of
experiments using proposed method are presented; at last, conclusions are obtained in
section 5.
2. Multi-level Framework for Visual Object. Visual object may contain some interesting areas as parts of it which are called sub-objects in[7]. In order to edit a sub-object
with the restriction of its father object and other sub-objects, an image should not only
be segmented as objects and background but also be taken as a semantic hierarchy. We
use father objects and son objects iteratively to describe two kinds of objects at adjoining
semantic levels. For example, in FIGURE 1, the doll is a son object when the whole
image is taken as a father object. And his head is a son object while the doll is its father
object.
2.1. Basic Semantic Relationships of Multi-level Framework: Inclusion and
Exclusion between Objects. Basic elements of our multi-level framework are obtained
with this father and son conception iteratively. In[8], four basic semantic relationships
are proposed to establish the whole framework which is inspired by[9]. The main diﬀerence between composition and inclusion (also linking and exclusion) is whether the two
objects have a common contour. These contours may be invisible in some frames in video
sequence. So the distinguish of composition and inclusion (also linking and exclusion)
is meaningless. In this paper, four basic semantic relationships are combined into two
relationships, namely inclusion and exclusion.
Definition 2.1. Inclusion: Os must be inside of Of , perhaps with repulsion force between boundaries.
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Figure 1. Father object and son object
Definition 2.2. Exclusion: Os1 and Os2 cannot overlap at any pixel, perhaps with
repulsion force between boundaries.
In the deﬁnitions above, Of denotes the father object, Os denotes the son object and
Osi ,i=1,2,3..., denotes diﬀerent son objects at the same semantic level, which are shown
in FIGURE 2.

Figure 2. Inclusion and exclusion
The two basic relationships deﬁned above impose restrictions on objects at adjoining
semantic levels and objects at the same semantic level respectively. Once the user conﬁrms
the semantic levels of all objects, the relationships generate.
2.2. Segmentation Algorithm for The Key Frame. We propose a twice-segmentation
algorithm to segment the key frame of a video sequence and obtain intermediate results
including interesting objects, their semantic levels and relationships. These intermediate results will be taken as reference information for segmentation in subsequent frames.
In the ﬁrst step of proposed twice-segmentation approach, user can locate the region of
interesting objects in the rough and designate the semantic level for each object using
our interactive interface. Then the system extracts the objects separately and analyses relationships between them by geometric information and semantic levels of them.
Those relationships feed back and change the ﬁnal result in the second step namely resegmentation. FIGURE 3 shows the framework of our algorithm.
User Interaction and the First Segmentation
The ﬁrst segmentation is based on GrabCut algorithm[5] which could deal with colour
images. We improve Justin F. Talbot s interactive interface and make it possible to process multiple objects simultaneously. Besides of the interface, we also improve GrabCut
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Figure 3. Framework of our twice-segmentation algorithm for the key
frame of a video sequence
algorithm through a process of pre-clustering for the colour component of CGMMs. During the process of pre-clustering, a CLPSO algorithm is used to reduce the colour options
from 768 RGB colours to 30 human perception-based colours in HSL space[12]. Owe to
the reduction of initial colour options, the process of pre-clustering improves the computational eﬃciency of GrabCut algorithm greatly. With our interactive interface, users
can label interesting objects in diﬀerent semantic levels with diﬀerent colour rectangles.
The result of each object after the ﬁrst segmentation is saved in a single layer. The user
interactive interface is shown in FIGURE 4 where SL denotes the number of semantic
levels and OL denotes the number of objects also the number of layers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. User input and the result after ﬁrst segmentation. (a) shows
our multi-level user input: interesting objects at semantic level 1 to 3 are
located within yellow, blue and red rectangles respectively. (b) shows the
result of object 1 at level 1 after the ﬁrst segmentation.
User’s input actually indicates the hypotaxis between an object and its sub-objects.
FIGURE 5 shows this kind of relationship with a layer structure of input in FIGURE 4.
Each sheet denotes a layer that saves one sub-object. The diﬀerence of size and colour
indicates the semantic level of layers. Diﬀerent groups with the biggest sheets as the base
level denote diﬀerent objects and their sub-objects at diﬀerent semantic levels.
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Figure 5. Layer structure of input in FIGURE 4.
Re-segmentation Based on Semantic Relationships
The purpose of re-segmentation is to reﬁne the result by correcting mis-segmentations
that may happen in the ﬁrst segmentation. To achieve this goal, a new category of energy
term S lm , which depends on the relationships between objects, is added to energy function
(Equation(12) in section 3). The details of our energy function will be discussed in next
section. Here we just show how S lm works with diﬀerent relationships in TABLE 1.
In inclusion, l denotes a father object layer and m denotes a son object layer. From
input frame in FIGURE 4, the contrast between the results, whether re-segmented or not,
is clearly shown in FIGURE 6. One can easily ﬁnd the reﬁnement in the areas of feet.
Table 1. Energy Terms Corresponding to Diﬀerent Semantic Relationships
Energy

Semantic Relationships of Objects
Inclusion

Term
fal
fbm
lm
Sab

(a)

Exclusion

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

∞

0

0

0

0

0

∞

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Results of two objects both at level 1 after (a), (c): ﬁrst segmentation and (b), (d): re-segmentation.
3. Objects Tracking and Segmentation in Subsequent Frames. From the result
of segmentation in the key frame, some noticeable parts and objects can be obtained at
diﬀerent levels. Each object is saved in a single layer. Hence, in a layer there is only
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one object and the rest pixels are all labelled as background. In subsequent frames, these
objects are tracked with their SCGMMs frame by frame and extracted with a modiﬁed
GrabCut algorithm. Their semantic relationships do not keep the parts belonging to
new ones or other objects but their father objects, which reduces mis-recognition and
mis-segmentation when occlusion and deformation happen.
3.1. Objects Tracking with SCGMMs. We classify the pixels of each frame into K
components. Noticing that the K components are not equal to K objects in a frame.
Actually some components among K ones compose one object. Hence, the sum of objects O is always less than K. Then a SCGMM for each component is learned with the
EM algorithm. With the location and the colour (after pre-clustering by the algorithm
proposed in reference [12]) of a pixel as its joint feature, we get z ≡ (zS , zC ) = (x, y, c).
In frame t, the EM algorithm repeats the following steps until convergence to make all
pixels labelled by K ﬁnal spatial-colour Gaussian components. Let i=1, 2, 3, ...I be the
number of iteration. Two steps of EM algorithm are as follows.
E-step: calculate the probability p of each pixel with its feature vector z belonging to
Gaussian component K in the ith iteration.
piz,k = p(z|k)i = C · |σ ik |−1/2 exp(−1/2(z − µik )T (σ ik )−1 (z − µik ))

(1)

C is a constant, µik is the mean of the k th Gaussian component of the SCGMM during
the ith iteration, similarly, σ ik is the covariance of it. On the assumption that the spatial
and colour features are independent of each other, we have Equation(2) and Equation(3)
as below. Then Equation(4) to Equation(6) can be got easily.
C,i
µik = (µS,i
k , µk )

σ ik

( S,i
)
σk
0
=
0 σ C,i
k

(2)

(3)

C,i
piz,k = pS,i
z,k · pz,k

(4)

S,i −1/2
S,i −1 S
S,i
T
pS,i
exp(−1/2(zS − µS,i
z,k = C1 · |σ k |
k ) (σ k ) (z − µk ))

(5)

C,i −1/2
C,i −1 C
C,i
T
pC,i
exp(−1/2(zC − µC,i
z,k = C2 · |σ k |
k ) (σ k ) (z − µk ))

(6)

M-step: reﬁne the parameters with the calculated probabilities (Equation(7) to
Equation(10)), then back to E-step in the next iteration with new parameters.
µS,i+1
=
k

∑

S
pS,i
z,k z

(7)

C
pC,i
z,k z

(8)

S,i+1
S
pS,i
)(zS − µS,i+1
)T
z,k (z − µk
k

(9)

z∈k

µC,i+1
k

=

∑
z∈k

σ S,i+1
=
k

∑
z∈k

σ C,i+1
=
k

∑

C,i+1
C
pC,i
)(zC − µC,i+1
)T
z,k (z − µk
k

(10)

z∈k

µIk

σ Ik

We set
and
to be the ﬁnal parameters of each SCGMM of the tth frame when
it is convergent during the I th iteration. Then these SCGMMs are delivered to the next
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frame and become the initial SCGMMs of the I+1 th frame. From the result of EM steps
mentioned above, the ﬁnal SCGMMs will be easily found in each frame. K SCGMMs are
tracked frame by frame.
Owe to our semantic multi-level framework, the system can track objects in diﬀerent
layers simultaneously with tracking their SCGMMs which are obtained when segmenting
the key frame. SCGMMs of the key frame provides reference information when some
objects missing in some subsequent frames. The system can keep on tracking them by
the reference information when they appear again.
3.2. Occlusion and Deformation Handling. The proposed method implies three approaches to handle the situation of occlusion and deformation.
Firstly, the proposed appearance model uses not only the colour feature of pixels but
also the spatial distribution of these colour blobs which make the objects compacter and
easier to track.
Secondly, the proposed semantic multi-level framework presents a strong connection
between sub-objects at diﬀerent semantic levels and their father objects. Partial occlusion
is considered as a kind of disappearance-appearance behaviour of sub-objects at high
levels. The system can keep tracking them with the connection to their father objects.
Contrarily, when deformation happens in non-rigid father objects, their rigid son objects
can be tracked well and help system recognizing them eﬀectively through the connection.
Thirdly, segmentation results and the SCGMMs of the key frame can be taken as
reference any time when needed, especially in the case of whole occlusion. Because it
is chosen by users from the video sequence, which shows all interesting parts of objects
clearly, the key frame is the best choice as the reference frame.
3.3. Multi-level Object Segmentation Algorithm. The segmentation algorithm we
use in subsequent frames is very similar to the one in the key frame. We will discuss it in
detail in this section.
We still use a twice-segmentation algorithm to extract and reﬁne objects saved in
diﬀerent layers. Diﬀerent from the key frame segmentation, system can segment following
frames automatically, rather than with the participation of user input.
Actually we get two kinds of important information from the intermediate results of
key frame segmentation. One is the SCGMMs of the object and background in each layer,
the other is the semantic level and hypotaxis of the layers. The former one can be taken
as the initial mask for objects in each layer and help extracting them during the ﬁrst
segmentation. Well the later one aﬀects the third category of energy term S lm during the
step of re-segmentation which reﬁne the result by the rules described in TABLE 1.
As being discussed in [3], energy-based object extraction could obtain results which
are more semantic and robust. We chose the form of energy function mentioned in [3]
as the foundation of our energy function. In [3] a kind of energy function called discontinuity preserving was proposed which is composed of two components: data term and
regularization term. A classical form of this kind of energy function is shown as below.
E(f ) =

∑
a∈P

Da (fa ) +

∑

Vab (fa , fb )

(11)

a,b∈N

Graph Cut [3, 4] used the form above and obtained satisfactory result when extracting a
single object from an image. When extracting objects in diﬀerent semantic levels, we add
a new category of energy term to describe the interactions based on two basic semantic
relationships that we deﬁned in section 2.1. Our energy function is shown as follow:
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E(f ) =

∑

Da (fa ) +

a∈P

V l (f l ) =

∑

a,b∈N l

S lm (f l , f m ) =

∑

l

l̸=m
∑

l

V (f ) +

l∈O

S lm (f l , f m )

l,m∈O

Vabl (fal , fbl )
∑

(12)
(13)

lm
Sab
(fal , fbm )

(14)

a,b∈N l,m

In Equation(12), we deﬁne P as the set of pixel indices and O as the set of object
indices. The binary variables are f ∈ BO×P in which we index fal as the variable over
pixels a ∈ P and objects l ∈ O. We interpret fal =1 to mean that pixel a belonging to
object l which is saved in the l th layer. The notation fa denotes a vector of all variables
that correspond to pixel a.
The proposed multi-level framework saves each object in a single layer, which simpliﬁes
a multi-label issue into a simple binary segmentation. Hence, there are only two objects
in each layer, namely the foreground and the background. In the former two terms of our
energy function, we set l=0 to denote the background and l=1 to be the foreground in
each layer.For the ﬁrst term Da (fa ) of background in the l th layer, tth frame, we have:
Dal,t (fa0 ) = −log

∑

pIza ,k

(15)

k∈bkg l,t−1

pIza ,k is calculated by Equation(1) where I is the times of iteration that converge the
function. All the probabilities of the pixel belonging to the components which are labelled
as background in the l th layer, t-1 th frame are also be computed.
Similarly, for Da (fa ) of foreground in the l th layer, tth frame, we have:
Dal,t (fa1 ) = −log

∑

pIza ,k

(16)

k∈f g l,t−1

The second term Vab (fa , fb ) in the l th layer, tth frame denotes the N-link weights
between pixel a and a pixel in its 26-neighbourhood, b. The expression of Vab (fa , fb ) is as
follow.
C
Vab (fa , fb ) = (γ/dist(a, b))exp(− zC
a − zb
∑
C
σ 2 = (1/n)
zC
a − zb

2

/(2σ 2 ))

(17)
(18)

all(a,b)∈N l

In Equation (17) and Equation (18) above, dist(a,b) is the pixel distance, zC
a is the
2
colour vector of pixel a, σ is the average colour-diﬀerence over all pairs of pixels (a,b)
neighbouring and n is the number of pairs in the l th layer. This smoothness term penalizes
the labelling discontinuities of neighbouring pixels if they have similar colour. We set
γ=50 with suggestion in [10] and take place of the 8-neighbourhood model with a 26neighbourhood model by adding the pixels in the t-1 th and t+1 th frame.
Objects in each layer are extracted by using a modiﬁed GrabCut algorithm (similar
as the algorithm been used in key frame, but without user input) with their SCGMMs.
Then, a process of re-segmentation is executed by using the term S lm .
The third term in the proposed energy function is used between two objects which
be put into diﬀerent layers such as l and m. The mis-segmentation punishment term
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lm
Sab
(fal , fbm ) is set to be a binary term whose weight is either 0 or ∞. That means
pixels have to be re-labelled in the opposite way in each layer once they are regarded as
mis-segmentation ones. The proposed method judges the mis-segmentation by the two
lm
semantic relationships deﬁned in section 2.1. How the term Sab
(fal , fbm ) works has been
shown in TABLE 1.
By the proposed twice-segmentation algorithm, four kinds of information are obtained,
which are the extraction result in each layer, the SCGMMs of each object, the semantic
level of each object and the relationships between objects. These information spread to
the next frame and help extracting objects frame by frame. At last, all frames in the
video sequence are segmented.

4. Experimental Results. To demonstrate the capability of the proposed method in extracting and tracking multiple objects through occlusions, experimental results on several
video sequences are reported in this section. In all the experiments, the image resolution
of sequences is 4CIF (704 × 576). The parameters K=8, C=0.01 and I=5 are chosen.
The proposed method is implemented on C++ platform with a 2.0G dual processor PC.
User input on the key frame, the SCGMMs of interesting objects at level 1 and the
result of key frame has been shown in FIGURE 7. We suggest to choose the frames in
which interesting objects are shown completely and clearly in order to get obvious features
of each sub-object. In addition to this, there should be no occlusion or disappearance of
the interesting objects in several frames (about 5 to 10) after the key frame for getting
better SCGMMs for each sub-object.
Spread by the key frame, results of subsequent frames are obtained and have been shown
in FIGURE 8. (b) and (e) of FIGURE 8 show wrong segmentation when interaction
happens between the arms of the couple with only SCGMMs algorithm. The proposed
method amends the results by tracking the arm and hand of the gentleman and the bright
circles on the left arm of the lady as the rigid sub-objects at level 2 and level 3. The results
have been shown in (c) and (f) of FIGURE 8.
FIGURE 9 shows the extraction and tracking results of objects at level 1 in subsequent
frames with proposed method. Rectangles that generated by the centroid of objects are
used to denote the locations of tracked objects. These results show the ability of proposed
method in handling occlusion and deformation, especially in (c1) and (c5) when the boy
in red has been occluded in large area.
5. Conclusions. A novel method is proposed in this paper to track and extract multiple
objects and parts of them by a semantic multi-level framework. Through this method,
objects and their interesting parts are input by users in a key frame of the video and
initialized through a key frame segmentation algorithm and saved in a layer structure.
Semantic relationships and SCGMMs spread frame by frame by using the proposed tracking method. In each frame, a twice-segmentation algorithm is used to obtain the reﬁned
extraction results of objects and interesting parts of them. Experiments on various video
sequences show that the proposed method is eﬀective in handling occlusion and deformation which bother non-rigid objects tracking all the time.
There is still a lot of work to do in future. The results of proposed method are very
sensitive to the choice of key frame and the segmentation result of it. The proposed
algorithm does not satisfy the demand of real time application due to its complexity.
Hence, the proposed method and the results are looking forward to work eﬀectively in
succeeding applications such as video editing based on objects or parts of objects but not
real-time monitoring.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7. Input and experimental results of a key frame. (a) is frame 0
of standard test sequence ICE 704×576 60 orig 02 yuv. (b) shows the user
input of 3 levels, 10 layers. (c) and (d) show the SCGMMs of object 1 and
object 2 at level 1. (e) and (f) are the results in mask of the SCGMMs
image and the original frame.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Experimental results of subsequent frames. (a) and (d) in the
ﬁrst column are frame 20 and frame 37 of standard test sequence ICE 704
×576 60 orig 02 yuv respective. (b) and (e) in the second column are results
of the two frames with only SCGMMs segmentation. (c) and (f) in the last
column are results with the proposed method.
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(a1)

(b1)

(c1)

(a2)

(b2)

(c2)

(a3)

(b3)

(c3)

(a4)

(b4)

(c4)

(a5)

(b5)

(c5)

Figure 9. Segmentation and tracking results of subsequent frames.
(a1)∼(a5) in the ﬁrst column: frame 200, 244, 299, 321 and 343 of standard
test sequence ICE 704 ×576 60 orig 02 yuv respective. (b1)∼(b5) in the
second column: segmentation results of corresponding frames at level 1.
(c1)∼(c5) in the last column: tracking results of corresponding frames.
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